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The Victim's Voice in the Sexual Misconduct Crisis Identity, Credibility, and Proof Lexington Books The Victim’s Voice in the
Sexual Misconduct Crisis investigates how a victim’s voice, identity, credibility, and proof are challenged or established in the current
sexual misconduct crisis. Using communication and rhetorical analysis, gender studies, and law and society perspectives, Mary
Schuster examines concerns such as victim impact statements oﬀered in sentencing hearings of convicted oﬀenders, due process and
Title IX requirements in campus sexual assault investigations, and laws and Title VII standards governing workplace sexual
harassment complaints. Schuster also analyzes the testimony oﬀered in the 1991 and 1998 U.S. Senate Judiciary Hearings regarding
the Supreme Court nominations of Clarence Thomas and Brett Kavanaugh, social movements such as #Me Too, and global activists’
eﬀorts to challenge gender stereotypes and hierarchies. This book argues that we cannot outlaw or legislate away sexual misconduct,
but must instead focus on cultural, social, and systemic changes in order to change the current climate. Moreover, the author argues
for zero tolerance for sexual misconduct, but recommends a gradation of punishment or sanctions for oﬀenders, oﬀering examples of
successful educational and therapeutic eﬀorts to alter misconceptions regarding sexual misconduct. Scholars of gender studies,
communication, legal studies, and rhetoric will ﬁnd this book particularly useful. Rebel Speak A Justice Movement Mixtape Univ of
California Press A literary mixtape of transformative dialogues on justice with a cast of visionary rebel activists, organizers, artists,
culture workers, thought leaders, and movement builders. Rebel Speak sounds the alarm for a global movement to end systemic
injustice led by people doing the day-to-day rebel work in the prison capital of the world. Prison activist, artist, and scholar Bryonn
Rolly Bain brings us transformative oral history ciphers, rooted in the tradition of call-and-response, to lay bare the struggle and
sacriﬁce on the front lines of the ﬁght to abolish the prison industrial complex. Rebel Speak investigates the motives that inspire and
sustain movements for visionary change. Sparked by a life-changing interview with working-class heroes Dolores Huerta and Harry
Belafonte, Bryonn invites us to join conversations with change-makers whose diverse critical perspectives and ﬁrsthand accounts
expose the crisis of prisons and policing in our communities. Through dialogues with activists including Albert Woodfox, founder of the
ﬁrst Black Panther Party prison chapter, and Susan Burton, founder of Los Angeles's A New Way of Life Reentry Project; a conversation
with a warden pushing beyond traditions at Sing Sing Correctional Facility; and an intimate exchange with his brother returning from
prison, Bryonn reveals countless unseen spaces of the movement to end human caging. Sampling his provocative sessions with
inﬂuential artists and culture workers, like Public Enemy leader Chuck D and radical feminist MC Maya Jupiter, Bryonn opens up and
guides discussions about the power of art and activism to build solidarity across disciplines and demand justice. With raw insight and
radical introspection, Rebel Speak embodies the growing call for "credible messengers" on prisons, policing, racial justice, abolitionist
politics, and transformative organizing. Reimagining the role of the writer and scholar as a DJ and MC, Bryonn moves the crowd with
this unforgettable mix of those working within the belly of the beast to change the world. This is a new century's sound of movementbuilding and Rebel Speak. Things We Haven't Said Sexual Violence Survivors Speak Out Zest Books ™ A powerful collection of
poems, essays, letters, and interviews written by a diverse group of adults who survived sexual violence as children and adolescents.
This anthology is a valuable resource to help teens upend stigma and create a better future. Confronting Child Sexual Abuse
Knowledge to Action University of Michigan Press Most people get information about child sexual abuse from media coverage,
social movements, or conversations with family and friends. Confronting Child Sexual Abuse describes how these forces shape our
views of victims and oﬀenders, while also providing an in-depth look at prevention eﬀorts and current research. Sociologist Anne
Nurse has synthesized studies spanning the ﬁelds of psychology, sociology, communications, criminology, and political science to
produce this nuanced, accessible, and up-to-date account. Topics include the prevalence of abuse, the impact of abuse on victims and
families, oﬀender characteristics, abuse in institutions, and the eﬃcacy of treatments. Written for people who care for kids, for
students considering careers in criminal justice or human services, and for anyone seeking information about this devastating issue,
Nurse’s book oﬀers new public policy ideas as well as practical suggestions on how to engage in prevention work. Interactive links to
studies, videos, and podcasts connect readers to further resources. Issues of Gender and Sexual Orientation in Humanitarian
Emergencies Risks and Risk Reduction Springer Natural and manmade disasters do not aﬀect everyone equally, especially when
resources are not equally accessible. Girls and women in particular face heightened risks of violence and abuse and many countries
bar female-headed households from receiving aid. Across the globe, a wider understanding of gender issues is needed to craft
eﬀective policies and carry out equitable practices in disaster planning and response. The ﬁrst full-length reference of its kind, Issues
of Gender and Sexual Orientation in Humanitarian Emergencies brings together data pinpointing disparities with practical suggestions
toward improving post-event adjustment for all. Arguing forcefully for an egalitarian lens in humanitarian aid, the book oﬀers
guidelines that governmental agencies and NGOs alike can implement at all levels of preventive and relief eﬀorts to better assist
victims and minimize further trauma. Salient areas covered include gender diﬀerences in the eﬀects of disasters on children and
adolescents, the heightened risk of domestic violence in disasters and challenges facing the LGBTI community in relocation. In
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addition, examples from a cyclone event in Australia relate the experiences of victims, organizations and aid workers to larger social
issues. Included among the topics: Gender and the impact of disaster on youth. Personal network structure and gendered well-being in
disaster and relocation. Sexual and gender minorities in humanitarian emergencies. Gender as hazard in disaster planning and
response. The relationship of disaster and domestic violence. The impact of disasters on workers and services. Addressing a major
threat to public and social health, Issues of Gender and Sexual Orientation in Humanitarian Emergencies is an essential sourcebook for
researchers and professionals working with NGOs, disaster management, domestic violence, humanitarian relief and refugee health.
Yes You Can! Working with Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse Yes you can! has been developed for people working with, or
likely to be working with, survivors of childhood sexual abuse, with a particular focus on the impact that childhood sexual abuse can
have on mental health and well-being. Violence Against Women An EU-wide Survey : Main Results "Violence against women
undermines women's core fundamental rights such as dignity, access to justice and gender equality. For example, one in three women
has experienced physical and/or sexual violence since the age of 15; one in ﬁve women has experienced stalking; every second
woman has been confronted with one or more forms of sexual harassment. What emerges is a picture of extensive abuse that aﬀects
many women's lives but is systematically underreported to the authorities. The scale of violence against women is therefore not
reﬂected by oﬃcial data. This FRA survey is the ﬁrst of its kind on violence against women across the 28 Member States of the
European Union (EU). It is based on interviews with 42,000 women across the EU, who were asked about their experiences of physical,
sexual and psychological violence, including incidents of intimate partner violence ('domestic violence'). The survey also included
questions on stalking, sexual harassment, and the role played by new technologies in women's experiences of abuse. In addition, it
asked about their experiences of violence in childhood. Based on the detailed ﬁndings, FRA suggests courses of action in diﬀerent
areas that are touched by violence against women and go beyond the narrow conﬁnes of criminal law, ranging from employment and
health to the medium of new technologies."--Editor. JEHOVAH’S WITNESSES 101 How Can You Share Your Faith When the
Jehovah’s Witnesses Come Knocking? Christian Publishing House Each year, the Jehovah's Witnesses spend about 2 billion hours
evangelizing their communities around the world in 357 languages. Many think that they know the Jehovah's Witnesses, but the
sources are usually twofold: (1) They are misinformed Bible scholars who have read books and websites by disgruntled ex-Jehovah's
Witnesses. (2) They have read books or comments by disgruntled ex-Jehovah's Witnesses. Herein you will learn a lot that you may
have not known and learn some things about how to better evangelize them, or if you are even up to evangelize them. Moreover, we
will use some arguments often raised about Jehovah's Witnesses as our text case from such persons as J. Warner Wallace is a leading
Evangelical Christian apologist today. Here is what you will need to know in order to eﬀectively share your faith with JWs when they
come knocking. Aftermath Violence and the Remaking of a Self Princeton University Press As Brison observes in this bravely
written account, trauma disrupts memory, severs past from present, and incapacitates the ability to envision a future. Yet the act of
bearing witness, she argues, facilitates recovery by integrating the experience into the survivor's life's story. The Way We Survive
Notes on Rape Culture Hachette UK 'This book will often hurt. It will make you angry, it will make you feel. My hope is that this hurt,
this anger and these feelings will move you to change the way we talk about surviving sexual violence.' Sexual violence is an epidemic
happening across all intersections of society, impacting every one of us. In the aftermath of the #MeToo and Time's Up movements, a
cultural conversation has been ignited about the prevalence, immediate impact and long-term eﬀects that sexual violence has on
people. It has begun conversations on sexism, misogyny, consent and trauma. From the entertainment industry to governments; from
India to the USA, people are beginning to listen to the pain survivors have been living with forever. Bringing her voice to the fore, in
The Way We Survive, Catriona Morton oﬀers up a cultural critique of rape culture in the UK, along with personal, intimate insights into
how survivors live with and cope in the aftermath of such a violation. Writing from her own experiences and those she has met
through her podcast and her work as an activist, Catriona will approach topics of consent and education, the mental and physical
health of survivors, the cultural shift concerning attitudes surrounding sexual violence, the impact of politics and governmental cuts to
survivors in the UK as well as the realities of subjects such as dating and reclaiming sexuality in the aftermath of sexual violence. With
unﬂinching honesty and surprising moments of humour, Catriona wants to change the narrative around survivors, and to force us to
reconsider the ways in which we talk about surviving sexual violence. Push Back the Dark Companioning Adult Survivors of
Childhood Sexual Abuse Wipf and Stock Publishers Adults in your church, small group, or other Christian organization are silently
suﬀering the tragic consequences of having been sexually abused as children or youth. Why aren't they coming forward for help?
Their reluctance may be related to wounds given by the faithful--religious people they trusted, who said things like "well, it wasn't
rape" or "it's been thirty years--why is this such a big deal?" Such responses from people with religious authority deepen victims' need
to shrink into anxiety, depression, and self-degradation. This book oﬀers you the tools needed to undertake caring ministry to adults
suﬀering in the aftermath of childhood sexual abuse. Once you understand the scientiﬁc research on such topics as trauma memory,
consequences of abuse, and forgiveness, you will appreciate how caring collaboration can create hope and healing. In these pages
every reader will ﬁnd helpful content that will take you from feeling out of your depth to knowing you are empowered to be an
eﬀective companion in God's transforming work in the lives of survivors of abuse. Responding to Intimate Partner Violence and
Sexual Violence Against Women WHO Clinical and Policy Guidelines World Health Organization A health-care provider is likely
to be the ﬁrst professional contact for survivors of intimate partner violence or sexual assault. Evidence suggests that women who
have been subjected to violence seek health care more often than non-abused women, even if they do not disclose the associated
violence. They also identify health-care providers as the professionals they would most trust with disclosure of abuse. These
guidelines are an unprecedented eﬀort to equip healthcare providers with evidence-based guidance as to how to respond to intimate
partner violence and sexual violence against women. They also provide advice for policy makers, encouraging better coordination and
funding of services, and greater attention to responding to sexual violence and partner violence within training programmes for health
care providers. The guidelines are based on systematic reviews of the evidence, and cover: 1. identiﬁcation and clinical care for
intimate partner violence 2. clinical care for sexual assault 3. training relating to intimate partner violence and sexual assault against
women 4. policy and programmatic approaches to delivering services 5. mandatory reporting of intimate partner violence. The
guidelines aim to raise awareness of violence against women among health-care providers and policy-makers, so that they better
understand the need for an appropriate health-sector response. They provide standards that can form the basis for national
guidelines, and for integrating these issues into health-care provider education. Older Women and Well-Being A Global
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Perspective Springer Nature This book provides deep insights into concerns related to the well-being in older women across the
globe. Written by experts in the ﬁeld, it explores social roles, health, quality of life/well-being, as well as concerns related to abuse and
neglect, impacting the health of older women. It discusses important conditions for the holistic health of older women from diﬀerent
perspectives and provides practical guidelines towards improving the overall status of older women's well-being in society. The
chapters analyze the wider implications of older women’s experiences as family members, drivers of economies and members of a
diverse population worldwide. Covering a focus which is applicable to countries across continents, whether developed or developing,
the book has an overall appeal to academicians, health care, policy makers as well as researchers in areas such as aging, gerontology,
social work and psychology. Human Rights Watch Human Rights Watch Telling the Truth Preaching about Sexual and
Domestic Violence John McClure Virtually every congregation in North America has victims, survivors, or perpetrators of sexual and
domestic violence in its midst. Pastors and church members unambiguously support marital and family bonds, but many lack the skills
and experience needed to help both the abused and their abusers to recover. Telling the Truth gathers the wisdom of experts from
across disciplines and denominations - including Wendy Farley, James Poling, and Marie Fortune - to provide pastors and laity with the
theological and ethical grounding from which to preach, teach, and minister to both the abused and those who have victimized them.
Presenting practical, hands-on resources, and encompassing biblical and theological perspectives, pastoral helps, and preaching
strategies, this comprehensive volume also provides several sermons as eﬀective models for ministering to victims and perpetrators
alike. The Right to Say No Marital Rape and Law Reform in Canada, Ghana, Kenya and Malawi Bloomsbury Publishing
Marital rape stands at the intersection of the socio-legal issues arising from both domestic violence and sexual assault. For centuries,
women who suﬀered sexual assault perpetrated by their spouses had no legal recourse. A man's conjugal rights included his right to
have sexual intercourse with his wife regardless of whether she consented. This right has been recognised in law, and still is in some
jurisdictions today. This book emerges from the research undertaken by an innovative, multi-country, academic, collaborative project
dedicated to comparatively analysing the legal treatment of sexual assault in intimate relationships, with a view to challenging the
legal impunity for and inadequate legal responses to this form of gendered violence. Detained and Dismissed Women's Struggles
to Obtain Health Care in United States Immigration Detention Human Rights Watch "Women represent an increasing share of
those caught up in the fastest growing form of incarceration in the United States: immigration detention. Human Rights Watch
research in detention facilities in FLorida, Arizona, and Texas found that these women, held for periods ranging from a few days to
several months or even years, often have limited access to adequate basic health care"--P. 4 of cover. Crossing the Line Sexual
Harassment at School Sexual harassment has long been an unfortunate part of the climate in middle and high schools in the United
States. Often considered a form of bullying, sexual harassment by deﬁnition involves sex and gender and therefore warrants separate
attention. This report provides fresh evidence about students' experiences, including being harassed, harassing someone else, or
witnessing harassment. The students share their reactions to their experiences, and also provide ideas for how schools can respond to
and prevent sexual harassment. Dear Sister Letters From Survivors of Sexual Violence AK Press Dear Sister, It wasn't your fault;
it was never your fault. You did nothing wrong. Hold this tight to your heart: it wasn't your fault. At night when you lay there and your
mind ﬁlls with images and you wonder if only, if you had . . . if you hadn't . . . . Remember: it wasn't your fault. Dear Sister highlights
the lessons, memories, and vision of over forty artists, activists, mothers, writers, and students who share a common bond: they are
survivors of sexual violence. Written in an epistolary format, this multi-generational, multi-ethnic collection of letters and essays is a
moving journey into the hearts and minds of the survivors of rape, incest, and other forms of sexual violence, written directly to and
for other survivors. Dear Sister goes far beyond traditional books about healing, which often use "experts" to explain the experience of
survivors for the rest of the world. Where other books about rape weave the voices of feminists and activists together and imagine
what a world without violence might look like, Dear Sister describes the reality of what the world looks like through the eyes of a
survivor. From a professor in the Midwest to a poet in Belgium, an escapee from a child prostitution ring, a survivor advocate in the
Congo, and a sex worker in San Francisco, Dear Sister touches on issues of feminism, love, disability, gender, justice, identity, and
spirituality. Lisa Factora-Borchers is a Filipina writer and editor whose work has been published in make/shift, Bitch, Left Turn, and
Critical Moment. Contributors: Aaminah Shakur, Adrienne Maree Brown, Alexis Pauline Gumbs, Allison McCarthy, Amita Y. Swadhin,
Amy Ernst, Ana Heaton, Andrea Harris, Angel Propps, anna Saini, Anne Averyt, annu Saini, Ashley Burczak, brownfemipower, Brooke
Benoit, Denise Santomauro, Desire Vincent, Dorla Harris, "Harriet J.", Indira Allegra, Isabella Gitana-Woolf, Joan Chen, Judith
Stevenson, Juliet November, Kathleen Ahern, Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha, Marianne Kirby, Maroula Blades, Mary Zelinka,
Mattilda Bernstein Sycamore, Melissa Dey Hasbrook, Melissa G., Mia Mingus, Michelle Ovalle, Premala Matthen, Rebecca Echeverria,
Renee Martin, River Willow Fagan, Sara Durnan, Sarah M. Cash, Shala Bennett, Shanna Katz, Soﬁa Rose Smith, Sumayyah Talibah,
Sydette Harry, Birdy, Viannah E. Duncan, and Zöe Flowers. Coercive Control The Entrapment of Women in Personal Life Oxford
University Press Drawing on cases, Stark identiﬁes the problems with our current approach to domestic violence, outlines the
components of coercive control, and then uses this alternate framework to analyse the cases of battered women charged with
criminal oﬀenses directed at their abusers. Violence Against Girls and Women: International Perspectives [2 volumes]
International Perspectives ABC-CLIO Sexual assault, sex traﬃcking, and child abuse aﬀect millions of women and girls globally
each year. This two-volume set covers a broad scope of topics, from violence against girls before birth, in childhood, and throughout
women's adult lives. • Presents valuable perspective from contributors who are members of NGOs working at the UN, providing an
informed focus on international issues • Examines violence against girls and women comprehensively, from before birth to old age •
Provides a wide breadth of coverage on international domestic violence issues in a single set • Oﬀers recommendations for reducing
or eliminating violence within each chapter • Appropriate for students of psychology or sociology of women, gender studies, and
international studies The Long Journey Home Understanding and Ministering to the Sexually Abused Wipf and Stock
Publishers Maybe the only thing new about sexual abuse is quality discussion from several professions (psychology, theology, and
pastoral care). Here are the insights of over two dozen psychologists, theologians, and those in pastoral care, all targeting the issue of
sexual abuse. Designed as a resource for Christian educators, therapists, pastors, social workers, group leaders, and survivors, The
Long Journey Home combines current research in mental health with rich theological reﬂection, global concern with fervent pastoral
wisdom for the local faith community. Whether you are a counselor, professor, pastor, or spouse of a survivor, you hold in your hand a
fresh resource of information and advocacy for those suﬀering from the devastating eﬀects of sexual abuse and rape. The breadth of
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material, biblical insight, discussion questions, and helpful resources gathered here just may be the tool of a generation. The
President on Trial Prosecuting Hissène Habré Oxford University Press, USA During the 1980s, thousands of Chadian citizens were
detained, tortured, and raped by then-President Hiss�ne Habr�'s security forces. Decades later, Habr� was ﬁnally prosecuted for his
role in these atrocities not in his own country or in The Hague, but across the African continent, at the Extraordinary African Chambers
in Senegal. By some accounts, Habr�'s trial and conviction by a specially built court in Dakar is the most signiﬁcant achievement of
global criminal justice in the past decade. Simply creating a court and commencing a trial against a deposed head of state was an
extraordinary success. With its 2016 judgment, aﬃrmed on appeal in 2017, the hybrid tribunal in Senegal exceeded expectations,
working to deadlines and within its budget, with no murdered witnesses or self-dealing oﬃcials. This book details and contextualizes
the Habr� trial. It presents the trial and its impact using a novel structure of ﬁrst-person accounts from 26 direct actors (Part I),
accompanied by academic analysis from leading experts on international criminal justice (Part II). Combined, these views present both
local and international perspectives through distinct but inter-locking parts: empirical source material from understudied actors both
within and outside the court is then contextualized with expert analysis that reﬂects on the construction and work of the East African
Community (EAC) as well as wider themes of international criminal law. Together with an introduction laying out the work and
signiﬁcance of the EAC and its trial of Hiss�ne Habr�, the book is a comprehensive consideration of a history-making trial. A
Diﬃcult Transition The Nepal Papers Zubaan The Sexual Violence and Impunity in South Asia research project (coordinated by
Zubaan and supported by the International Development Research Centre) brings together, for the ﬁrst time in the region, a vast body
of research on this important – yet silenced – subject. Six country volumes (one each on Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and
two on India, as well as two standalone volumes) comprising over ﬁfty research papers and two book-length studies, detail the
histories of sexual violence and look at the systemic, institutional, societal, individual and community structures that work together to
perpetuate impunity for perpetrators. The essays in this volume focus on Nepal, which though not directly colonized, has not remained
immune from the inﬂuence of colonialism in its neighbourhood. In addition to home-grown feudal patriarchal structures, the writers in
this volume clearly demonstrate that it is the larger colonial and post-colonial context of the subcontinent that has enabled the
structuring of inequalities and power relations in ways that today allow for widespread sexual violence and impunity in the country –
through legal systems, medical regimes and social institutions. The period after the 1990 democratic movement, the subsequent
political transformation in the aftermath of the Maoist insurgency and the writing of the new constitution, has seen an increase in
public discussion about sexual violence. The State has brought in a slew of legislation and action plans to address this problem. And
yet, impunity for perpetrators remains intact and justice elusive. What are the structures that enable such impunity? What can be
done to radically transform these? How must States understand the search for justice for victims and survivors of sexual violence?
This volume addresses these and related issues. Published by Zubaan. Encyclopedia of Sex and Sexuality: Understanding
Biology, Psychology, and Culture [2 volumes] ABC-CLIO Providing a comprehensive framework for the broad subject of human
sexuality, this two-volume set oﬀers a context of historical development, scientiﬁc discovery, and sociopolitical and sociocultural
movements. The broad topic of sex—encompassing subjects as varied as sexuality, sexual and gender identity, abortion, and crimes
such as sexual assault—is one of the most controversial in American society today. The two-volume encyclopedic set provides readers
with more than 450 entries on the subject, oﬀering a comprehensive overview of major sexuality issues in American and global
culture. Themes that run throughout the volumes include sexual health and reproduction, sexual identity and orientation, sexual
behaviors and expression, the history of sex and sexology, and sex and society. Entries cover a breadth of subjects, such as the major
contributors to the ﬁeld of sexology; the biological, psychological, and cultural dimensions of sex and sexuality; and how the modernday political climate and the government play a major role in determining attitudes and beliefs about sex. Written in clear, jargon-free
language, this set is ideal for high school and undergraduate students as well as general readers. Explores the important yet often
controversial nature of human sexuality through a carefully curated selection of entries that provide clear yet sensitive coverage of
the topic Includes a thorough treatment of the understanding of sexual behaviors in individuals and relationships that contextualizes
models of sexuality related to contemporary lifestyles Deﬁnes common terms related to sexual and gender identity as well as their
application to the modern-day understanding of sexual behavior Further readings sections at the end of each entry guide readers
toward additional information Counselling a Survivor of Child Sexual Abuse A Person-centred Dialogue Radcliﬀe Publishing
This text provides insights into the experience of working with a client who is a survivor of child sexual abuse. It demonstrates the
application of person-centred counselling theory in this context by using ﬁctitious dialogue. A Feminist Critique of Police Stops
Cambridge University Press If you've dreamed of walking free of sexual harassment, you will understand why it's time to end stopand-frisk policing. War and Moral Injury A Reader Wipf and Stock Publishers All royalties from the sale of this book are being
donated to Warﬁghter Advance, http://www.warﬁghteradvance.org Moral Injury has been called the "signature wound" of today's
wars. It is also as old as the human record of war, as evidenced in the ancient war epics of Greece, India, and the Middle East. But
what exactly is Moral Injury? What are its causes and consequences? What can we do to prevent or limit its occurrence among those
we send to war? And, above all, what can we do to help heal aﬄicted warriors? This landmark volume provides an invaluable resource
for those looking for answers to these questions. Gathered here are some of the most far-ranging, authoritative, and accessible
writings to date on the topic of Moral Injury. Contributors come from the ﬁelds of psychology, theology, philosophy, psychiatry, law,
journalism, neuropsychiatry, classics, poetry, and, of course, the profession of arms. Their voices ﬁnd common cause in informing the
growing, international conversation on war and war's deepest and most enduring invisible wound. Few may want to have this mythchallenging, truth-telling conversation, but it is one we must have if we truly wish to help those we send to ﬁght our wars. #MeToo
for Women and Men Understanding Power through Sexual Harassment Taylor & Francis #MeToo for Women and Men
provides an overview of sexual violence and an accessible guide to the #MeToo movement, presenting a timely look at the evidence
from diverse ﬁelds. Its evidence-based approach builds upon public health and health psychology principles to increase the reader’s
understanding of sexual bullying and aims to help inform the building of safer communities. The book identiﬁes patterns of sexual
harassment and considers how sexual bullying can be used to express power. Intended to widen readers' knowledge of the causes
and impacts surrounding sexual harassment and abuse, the book encourages open discussion of these topics to enable society to
move closer to combating it. Using ﬁrst-person accounts alongside evidence of both individual behaviours and the ways the topic is
dealt with in laws, institutions, cultures and organisations, the book ensures that voices of survivors and their experiences are
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emphasised throughout. A wide audience of public, professional, academics and clinicians will beneﬁt from the book’s extensive look
into the impact sexual harassment has on survivors and its insight into how connections across a range of ﬁelds help us to
understand, but more importantly, prevent perpetration and victimisation. This guide is also for non-academics wanting to understand
what #MeToo means, what it tells us about prevention and how to address the increasing problem of sexual harassment, violence and
abuse. The Ashgate Research Companion to International Criminal Law Critical Perspectives Routledge International
criminal law is at a crucial point in its history and development, and the time is right for practitioners, academics and students to take
stock of the lessons learnt from the past ﬁfteen years, as the international community moves towards an increasingly uni-polar
international criminal legal order, with the International Criminal Court (ICC) at the helm. This unique Research Companion takes a
critical approach to a wide variety of theoretical, practical, legal and policy issues surrounding and underpinning the operation of
international criminal law as applied by international criminal tribunals. The book is divided into four main parts. The ﬁrst part
analyses international crimes and modes of liability, with a view to identifying areas which have been inconsistently or misguidedly
interpreted, overlooked to date or are likely to be increasingly signiﬁcant in future. The second part examines international criminal
processes and procedures, and here the authors discuss issues such as victim participation and the rights of the accused. The third
part is a discussion of complementarity and sentencing, while the ﬁnal part of the book looks at international criminal justice in
context. The authors raise issues which are likely to provide the most signiﬁcant challenges and most promising opportunities for the
continuing development of this body of law. As international criminal law becomes more established as a distinct discipline, it
becomes imperative for international criminal scholarship to provide a degree of critical analysis, both of individual legal issues and of
the international criminal project as a whole. This book represents an important collective eﬀort to introduce an element of legal
realism or critical legal studies into the academic discourse. Prosecuting Conﬂict-Related Sexual Violence Oxford University Press
Although sexual violence directed at both females and males is a reality in many on-going conﬂicts throughout the world today,
accountability for the perpetrators of such violence remains the exception rather than the rule. While awareness of the problem is
growing, more eﬀective approaches are urgently needed for the investigation and prosecution of conﬂict-related sexual violence
crimes. Upon its establishment in 1993, the Oﬃce of the Prosecutor (OTP) of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia (ICTY) began the challenging task of prosecuting the perpetrators of conﬂict-related sexual violence crimes, alongside the
many other atrocities committed during the conﬂicts in the former Yugoslavia. This book documents the experiences, achievements,
challenges, and fundamental insights of the OTP in prosecuting conﬂict-related sexual violence crimes at the ICTY over the past two
decades. It draws on an extensive dossier of OTP documentation, court ﬁlings, trial exhibits, testimony, ICTY judgements, and other
materials, as well as interviews with current and former OTP staﬀ members. The authors provide a unique analytical perspective on
the obstacles faced in prioritizing, investigating, and prosecuting conﬂict-related sexual violence crimes. While ICTY has made great
strides in developing international criminal law in this area, this volume exposes the pressing need for determined and increasingly
sophisticated strategies in order to overcome the ongoing obstacles in prosecuting conﬂict-related sexual violence crimes. The book
presents concrete recommendations to inform future work being done at the national and international levels, including that of the
International Criminal Court, international investigation commissions, and countries developing transitional justice processes. It
provides an essential resource for investigators and criminal lawyers, human rights fact-ﬁnders, policy makers, rule of law experts,
and academics. A Review of the Literature on Sexual Assault Perpetrator Characteristics and Behaviors Rand Corporation
This report aims to assist the Air Force in its continued eﬀorts to combat sexual assault perpetration within its ranks by examining the
existing empirical literature on adult perpetrators who commit sexual assault against other adults, with a particular focus on research
published in 2000 or later. The literature search focused on the current state of scientiﬁc knowledge and was not limited to studies
focusing on military populations. Rape Culture and Religious Studies Critical and Pedagogical Engagements Rowman &
Littleﬁeld Rape Culture and Religious Studies explores how teachers and scholars in religion should respond to sexual violence and
rape culture in classrooms, curriculums, and the community. The volume oﬀers critical reﬂections and practical teaching strategies
from leading experts working in a variety of institutional contexts and religious traditions. Handbook on Sensitive Practice for
Health Care Practitioners Lessons from Adult Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse This handbook is designed to help health
care practitioners address the needs of adult survivors of childhood sexual abuse. It provides background information about childhood
sexual abuse and illustrates how childhood sexual abuse can adversely aﬀect health care encounters with all types of health care
providers. The principles and guidelines of Sensitive Practice presented in the Handbook are the product of dialogue between
survivors and health care practitioners, and outline comprehensive, practical suggestions that all health care practitioners can
incorporate into their clinical practice. Wartime Sexual Violence against Men Masculinities and Power in Conﬂict Zones
Rowman & Littleﬁeld The book explores patterns of wartime sexual violence against men, and presents survivors’, but also
perpetrators’ stories. Encyclopedia of Rape and Sexual Violence [2 volumes] ABC-CLIO This two-volume set provides an
authoritative overview of rape and other forms of sexual violence, containing the latest information about victims and perpetrators;
events, laws, and trends related to sexual violence; and attitudes toward it. • Explains the many types of rape and sexual violence •
Discusses what organizations and nations are doing to help victims and survivors and to convict perpetrators, and provides insights
into what has worked and what has failed—and why • Covers sexual violence committed globally against people of all genders and
ages and in a variety of conditions, including prisons, nursing homes, over the internet, and in wartime, so that readers may
understand the universality of the issue • Covers both U.S. and international topics in primary documents including testimonies from
rape victims given before the US Senate in relation to violence in the military, scandals in gymnastics, and human traﬃcking;
documents concerning corrective hate in South Africa and those forced into sexual slavery by ISIS; and legislation such as the Clery
Act and Title IX To the Survivors One Man's Journey As a Rape Crisis Counselor With True Stories of Sexual Violence
CreateSpace "To the Survivors weaves together many candid accounts to form a brave and alarming exposé of assault. It is a
worthwhile, eye-opening project" (Foreword Clarion Reviews). "An engaging examination of a painful subject, with a focus on healing
and forgiveness" (Kirkus Reviews). To the Survivors is a deeply-moving, empowering, and brutally honest book about one man's
journey as a rape crisis counselor combined with true stories of sexual violence shared by real survivors in their own words. Gently
and beautifully constructed, To the Survivors is moving, tender, sharp, and piercingly true all at once. The reader will encounter
uncensored written stories, poems, and interviews shared by women, men, and one transgendered person who have been raped and
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sexually assaulted. The impact of this work is far reaching – it is multi-cultural, multi-generational, and fully expansive in its ability to
reach people's hearts and minds around this critical human issue. Robert Uttaro believes anyone can beneﬁt from the words in these
pages; rape survivor or not. Rape, Victims, and Investigations Experiences and Perceptions of Law Enforcement Oﬃcers
Responding to Reported Rapes Routledge Despite changes to laws and attitudes, rape continues at epidemic levels worldwide. As
gatekeepers to the criminal justice system, law enforcement oﬃcers are important to the processing of rape cases and their
interactions with victims can potentially aﬀect the victim’s reaction to and recovery from rape. In order to better understand rape and
the processing of cases through the criminal justice and legal systems, Rape, Victims and Investigations explores the unique
perceptions and experiences of detectives who respond to rape victims and investigate rape cases. The detective’s investigation is
the foundation of the prosecution’s case; the book considers factors that contribute to the challenging nature of rape investigations,
such as lack of evidence or a clear, credible victim statement. Detectives’ perceptions of victims’ revictimization by the criminal
justice and legal systems are also explored. The book also looks at speciﬁc causes of police stress and burnout related to working rape
cases, ﬁnancial struggles faced by departments, and ways to meet these challenges. By integrating previous research within the
context of rich interview data, Rape, Victims and Investigations provides deep insight for readers and will contribute to the continued
improvement of treatment of victims by the criminal justice system. The book will be essential reading for academics, students, law
enforcement oﬃcers, those who provide services to sexual assault victims and victims themselves. Global Migration and Christian
Faith Implications for Identity and Mission Wipf and Stock Publishers Human history is the history of migration. Never before,
however, have the numbers of people on the move been so large nor the movement as global as it is today. How should Christians
respond biblically, theologically, and missiologically to the myriad of daunting challenges triggered by this new worldwide reality? This
volume brings together signiﬁcant scholars from a variety of ﬁelds to oﬀer fresh insights into how to engage migration. What makes
this book especially unique is that the authors come from across Christian traditions, and from diﬀerent backgrounds and experiences-each of whom makes an important contribution to current debates. How has the Christian church responded to migration in the past?
How might the Bible orient our thinking? What new insights about God and faith surface with migration, and what new demands are
placed now upon God's people in a world in so much need? Global Migration and Christian Faith points in the right direction to grapple
with those questions and move forward in constructive ways. Gender Equality and Inclusive Growth International Monetary Fund
This paper considers various dimensions and sources of gender inequality and presents policies and best practices to address these.
With women accounting for ﬁfty percent of the global population, inclusive growth can only be achieved if it promotes gender equality.
Despite recent progress, gender gaps remain across all stages of life, including before birth, and negatively impact health, education,
and economic outcomes for women. The roadmap to gender equality has to rely on legal framework reforms, policies to promote
equal access, and eﬀorts to tackle entrenched social norms. These need to be set in the context of arising new trends such as
digitalization, climate change, as well as shocks such as pandemics.
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